Differential sensitivity to tonal frequency and to the rate of amplitude modulation of broadband noise by normally hearing listeners.
Differential sensitivities for tones which varied in frequency (containing cues for place and periodicity) and for broadband noise which varied in the rate of sinusoidal amplitude modulation (presumably containing only a periodicity cue) were measured at common frequencies and modulation rates of the stimulus for four normally hearing listeners. A forced-choice adaptive psychophysical procedure was used in all measurements. Through 60 Hz, tonal-frequency and rate discrimination were similar (on average, 2.5-3.0 Hz) across listeners. From 80-400 Hz, differential sensitivity for tones was between 1.0 and 2.0 Hz, whereas values for rate discrimination increased almost linearly from about 3.6 to 122.0 Hz. Apparently, differential sensitivities for both tonal frequency and modulation rate are mediated similarly, presumably by the same (periodicity) mechanism, through 60 Hz. Above 60 Hz, the listener is more sensitive to differences in tonal frequency than modulation rate. Detection thresholds for sinusoidal amplitude modulation of noise also were measured for these listeners. An average modulation threshold function was obtained and a half-power frequency was estimated for the function at 60 Hz; from this value a time constant of 2.65 ms may be derived, which is consistent with time constants measured by other psychophysical methods. These data further point to some change in perceptual quality above about 60 Hz, that frequency above which we found tonal-frequency and rate discrimination functions to separate.